
!!
CATTISTOCK HUNT BRANCH OF THE PONY CLUB !!
HUNTING GUIDELINES 

Here are a few guidelines to help you have an enjoyable day’s hunting. Some of the 
points are about basic manners and some are to prevent accidents but all are 
important. !
1. Always arrive early for the meet and make sure you unbox away from the Meet. 
2. Always say “Good Morning” to the Masters on arrival. 
3. Don’t wait to be asked for your Cap.  Go and give it to the secretary. 
4. Thank the host for the meet. 
5. Have respect for the adults as they pay far more for their hunting than you 

do.  
6. All children 11 years and under should be accompanied by an adult. It is 

strongly recommended that those riding unaccompanied should have passed 
their Hunting Certificate (contact Claire Godman-Dorington for details).  If 
a child is riding without an adult parents or guardians must follow on foot in 
case they get into difficulty. 

7. You must have a mobile phone on you or the phone numbers of your 
parents/guardian in your pocket in case of emergencies. 

8. Also make sure you carry gloves, a whip, pocket knife and string. 
9. Keep all conversations as quiet as possible so that you can hear the Field 

Master and the Huntsman. 
10. The Field Master is in charge. Always obey him and never get in front of him. 
11. When jumping do not cut in front of anyone and make sure the rider in front of 

you has jumped clear. If you refuse wait until the rest of the field has jumped 
before trying again.  Know your pony’s limitations. If you are not sure 
whether your pony is capable of jumping a fence ask an adult. 

12. Keep your distance!  Don’t get too close to the horse in front.   
13. Keep your pony’s head towards a Master, Huntsman, Hounds or Whipper-in 

when they pass.  It’s safer. 
14. Hedges – can your pony really jump them?  You must never walk/push 

through a hedge or go for the hole. Let adults go first. 
15. Bridges – always walk across them and make sure that the person behind you 

has cleared it before galloping off. 
16. If you are not jumping wait for everyone to jump first before going through a 

gate. 
17. Remember to offer to open and shut gates.  If you are with another rider stay with them 

if they are doing a gate.  Try to slow down to a trot when going through a gateway. 
Always shout “gate please” if the gate needs shutting or hold your hand up making 
sure that the person behind you has heard or seen you. 

18. Damage – report damage, gates that cannot be shut or stock that has escaped to 
the Field Master or one of the Masters as soon as possible.  Always respect the 
land you are on and don’t gallop on mown verges. 



19. Always thank cars that have slowed down or stopped for you. 
20. Never circle in front of people. 
21. Kicking – even if your pony/horse has a red ribbon, it is your responsibility to 

keep clear from everyone.  Keep to one side or even better remain at the back 
of the field at all times.


